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Taken from the Official site A: OMSI is a 3D simulation aircraft flight game. The "3D Simulation Aircraft Flight Game" is a
recreation of the original Flight Simulator. Not OMSI 2 game. OMSI 2 game is an advanced 3D simulation aircraft flight game
and an aircraft simulation OMSI 2 game. And "OMSI 2" is the name of the game you want to activate. Open Firefox or other
web browser and go to this address: Enter serial number and product code of "omsi" game. Click "Buy" to complete the
activation. ]( If you happen to play the game for a while, you will know that the enemy AI is miserable. In many games it seems
like they want to deliberately keep the enemy away from you for as long as they can. ~~~ mappu They're "entertainment war
games", not "fighting games" in the classic sense (deathmatch, modes like team fortress, etc). ------ dublinben I remember
Dynasty Warriors V featuring pretty slick indoor soccer/football gameplay. ~~~ tjoff There was this "lite" version of the game
that was supposed to be a e-sports game. It was literally a version with icons and the option to play in a LAN party with others. It
got pretty big but, while it was great to play online, I never could find anyone to play with on the lan :/ Other than the fact that it
was a rip off of the respective ds version I never tried it but it had different graphics since it was supposedly the "lite" version.
~~~ sghi It had a slingshot mode with a real-time multiplayer mode. There were two games in the series, the Open Season
console game and the Dynasty Warriors game. ------ j45 The original Samurai Warriors! The iphone port on mobile I played and
beat without pixel gunners. ------ iamdann I remember years ago playing through Dynasty Warriors on my TI99/4A back in
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